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MS. MARY WAGNER Vanier Center for Women ,  
Box 1040, 655 Martin St Milton, ON, L9T, 5E6 Canada 

Warsaw, 27.07.2018  

DEAR MARY, 
THANK YOU FOR CONTINUOUS DEFENSE OF CHILDREN’S LIFE 

 

We were extremely sad when we heard that on 12/07/2018 you were once again 

convicted this time for a period of 7.5 months in prison. We believe this judgment is unfair, 

since the law in Canada allows to save someone whose life is in emergency. That's exactly 

what you did on December 8, 2017, in the holiday of the Immaculate Conception of the 

Blessed Virgin Mary, entering with Sister Immolata to the Women's Care Clinic at 960 

Lawrence Ave. West, Toronto and trying to persuade women in the waiting room to 

consider abandoning the idea of abortion. 

 

We are extremely grateful that for over ten years you have been continuously 

taking up simple steps to save unborn children by entering abortion clinics and handing out 

flowers and leaflets that suggest mothers to save the lives of their children. Thank you for 

your courageous words to Judge Neil Kozloff that there should be no abortion clinics at all. 

Thank you for your confession: "I feel obliged to go to abortion clinics to protect unborn 

children and do everything I can to reach the hearts of their mothers." Thank you for not 

being discouraged, despite the fact that courts have found you guilty 14 times during last 18 

years. Thank you that you are so humble when dragged handcuffed and imprisoned to 

realize God's will. Thank you for teaching us to do everything we can so that the life that is 

God’s grace can grow in others and be subject to special protection from the moment of 

conception. 

We are grateful to the people who accompanied you in the courtroom, especially to 

veterans of the pro-life movement in Ontario: Mrs.: Linda Gibbons and Mary Bournie and Fr 

Tony van Hee, Mrs. Rosemary Connell from the Show the Truth Tour Canada, members of 
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the pro-life group from the Maximilian Kolbe parish in Toronto and pro-lifers from the United 

States. 

We are grateful to your attorney, Peter Boushy, who attempted to show that there 

is no such thing as "the right to abortion" in Canadian legislation and that from the legal 

point of view, it is the abortion clinic to break the law. 

We are pleased that thanks to your presence in the abortion clinic on 

December 12, 2016, the life of a small patient - a Canadian boy - was saved. The child's 

mother, being 7 months pregnant "desperate and helpless", changed her decision after 

meeting you because you showed her "so much love". We are pleased that apart from this 

mother's letter, you received 850 supporting letters, 34,000 e-mails and 67,000 signatures 

under the petition in your defense in connection with this case. Many of them came from 

Poland, but there were also voices from Japan, Great Britain and Germany.    

 

We hope that your peaceful actions, your prayers and prayers of many people 

worldwide inspired by your attitude will result in protecting unborn children everywhere by 

law. We believe dramatic situation in Canada - one of the few countries in the world where 

a child can be legally killed in "abortion" up to the 9th month of pregnancy - will change 

soon. We trust that your effort will contribute to the introduction of provisions recognizing 

the killing of an unborn child as a criminal act. We hope that your attempts to save children 

in the mothers’ womb in abortion clinics will initiate a change in Canadian law, which now 

allows physicians to treat a child intrauterine as a patient in the event of illness and at the 

same time allows the doctors to legally kill them, recognizing that it becomes a human only 

after leaving the mother's birth canal. 

 

We and numerous people in the world support your attitude and view that; "If 

the law is unjust, then we, as citizens, are obliged to not to abide this law and break it." The 

law is not an absolute determinant of human actions.  

Dear Mary. Your actions are necessary, since only in Ontario, over 60% of 

teenage pregnancies end up with an abortion. You are truly appointed and gifted by God to 

fulfill the mission of caring for life.  Your noble character, including patience shown to your 

disabled, adopted siblings, was appreciated even by Judge Eric R. Libman. Gentleness 

bears fruit. When in January 2012 at Lawrence Avenue in Toronto in a women's clinic, 

police officers treated you very brutally, pulling you away from the building, the women who 

witnessed this incident left the clinic. They said they did not want to have an abortion, if the 

people who are trying to talk to them about it are treated that way. 

 

We cannot stay silent when Judge Neil Kozloff calls you "serial criminal"! We will 

proclaim the truth that you are the serial protector of life. We will protest in Warsaw in front 

of the Canadian Embassy against handcuffing the Women who defends the lives of 

Canadian children legally killed in the wombs of mothers! 

God bless you and save you, let’s His Grace shine on you. 

Yours   faithfully 

On behalf of the CAPD and MGHF  doctors 

Bogdan Chazan  

Grażyna Rybak 


